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Name                                                                     Representing 

PRESENT 

 

William Lehtola      Spencer 

Doug Belanger     Leicester  

Mark Binnall      Auburn 

Leon Gaumond Jr.     Sturbridge 

Dennis Lipka      Holden 

John Ostrosky      Shrewsbury 

Jacob Sanders      Worcester  

Luz Vega      Regional Ridership  

 

ABSENT 

 
Kelly Burke       Northborough 

Jarrett Conner      Worcester 

Alyssa Graveson      Douglas 

Rudy Heller      Brookfield 

Nancy Lucier      West Boylston 

Timothy McInerney      Grafton 

Kevin Mizikar      Grafton 

Daniel Morgado      Shrewsbury 

Brian Palaia      Oxford 

Michael Pantos      Rutland 

David Schiller      Charlton 

Robert Spain      Millbury 

Michael Ward      Clinton 

Sharon Yager      Shrewsbury 

 

 

1. Chairman Lehtola called the meeting to order at 8:32 a.m. 

 

 

2. Attendance    
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3. Acceptance of Minutes 

 Mr. Lehtola asked for a motion to accept the minutes for August 20, 2015.   

 

 Mr. Belanger entered the board meeting at 8:34 a.m. 

 

 Motion: I move the board accept the minutes of August 20, 2015. Mr. Lipka made the 

motion and Mr. Belanger seconded.  All voted in favor and the motion was accepted.   

 

 

4. Business from the Public  
  

 Mr. Lehtola called for any business from the public and no one responded.  

 

5. Business from the Board  
 

 Mr. Lipka updated the board on the personnel committee’s progress in regards to 

finalizing the hiring of a consultant.  Mr. Lipka explained they have chosen the Collins 

Center as their recruiting consultant.  They are presently waiting for the contract language 

to be finalized by the necessary attorneys.  Mr. Lipka expects the contract completion and 

beginning of the profile selection to occur by the end of October.  He does not anticipate 

this delay to be of any significance in their overall timeline for hiring of a new 

administrator.     

  

    

6. Administrator Report  

 

 Mr. Coyne stated last month the revised budget was presented and the board requested  

that the budget be brought forward to the September meeting.  Mr. Coyne reminded the 

board that the budget had increased $280,000 mainly due to the union contract 

settlement.    He informed the board that during the most recent weekly transit advisory 

meeting new service changes were being proposed.  If these changes were voted on by 

the board, the budget would need additional revisions. Mr. Coyne stated the changes 

would not take effect until January 2016.   Mr. Coyne indicated he was seeking a vote 

from the board to hold the necessary public hearings in regards to the proposed service 

changes.  Mr. Coyne informed the board members Mr. Church would go over the details 

in his upcoming presentation.  Mr. Coyne asked for a delay in approval of the revised 

FY`16 budget due to the possible service changes.  Mr. Lehtola asked for a timeline on 

when the updated revised budget would be available to the board.  Mr. Coyne stated their 

public hearing schedule is for early October and compiling the results for a 

recommendation has been scheduled for the October 2015 board meeting; the budget 

should follow for November or at the latest December 2015.   

 

 Mr. Coyne stated the annual audit done by McCarthy & Hargrave is 99% complete and 

Mr. Hargrave’s fieldwork was completed last Thursday.   Mr. Coyne reported the draft 

report shows a balanced budget for the last year and in fact we were under budget by 
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roughly $300,000.  Unfortunately, Mr. Coyne reminded the board members, the WRTA  

cannot carry a surplus, thus the balanced budget.  In reference to the audit there were two 

(2) changes.  Mr. Coyne explained the implementation of GASB 68 is how in effect.  

Basically, it is the moving of our pension liability (previously recorded as a footnote on a 

financial statement) up to the financial statement itself. The WRTA will now show a $10 

million beginning pension liability on their books and will also show a current year 

expense of just over $300,000.  Mr. Coyne stated there is nothing that says we have to 

fund this liability as it is actually an actuarial projection, not a funding adjustment.  At 

our conference with MassDOT earlier this week, it was confirmed they are aware of the 

GASB 68 implementation.  Mr. Coyne noted how he was sure every city and town with a 

pension in the Commonwealth will be dealing with this change.    
   

 Mr. Coyne introduced Ms. Pierce, Executive Director for CMRPC.  Mr. Lehtola 

welcomed her to the board meeting.   She introduced herself and gave a brief description 

of CMRPC’s services.   Ms. Pierce acknowledged board member Mr. Belanger as one of 

her previous bosses, stating she was the first appointed treasurer/collector for the town of 

Leicester.  She told the board about her history with CMRPC from 2008 and her 20 

years’ experience in the municipal sector prior to working at CMRPC.  She stated how 

she looks forward to working with the WRTA and continuing with the good relationship 

already established.  She mentioned her organization was dealing with the GASB 68 

recommendations as well.   Ms. Pierce offered to distribute any WRTA materials to the 

communities she visits.   Mr. Lehtola thanked her for the offer and commented on the 

excellent job her staff does for the WRTA.  Ms. Pierce praised her staff and thanked Mr. 

Lehtola for his comments regarding their work.  Ms. Pierce left copies of CMRPC’s new 

services guide for the board members.    

 

 Mr. Coyne gave an update on the maintenance and operations facility; reminding board 

members that the project is a construction manager at risk project.  The guaranteed 

maximum price was received at the end of July and we have been going back and forth 

with the contractor.  We will have the caveats ironed out in the next couple of days and 

then we have a 90-day window from issuance to sign.  Mr. Coyne stated he will be 

meeting with the OPM to continue to move forward.  Mr. Coyne informed the board he is 

continuing to work on the last piece of funding for this project.  He explained in the 

March Building Committee we were planning to pledge future 5307 dollars and will 

come to the board for a vote.  Mr. Binnall asked what is the guaranteed maximum price.   

Mr. Coyne stated until it is finalized he would rather not give a figure.  Mr. Coyne went 

over some pictures of the building’s construction, which mainly focused on the steel 

construction, concrete placement, and the installation of the liquid boot vapor barrier.  

Mr. Coyne explained how all the coal tar has been removed from the buildings footprint.  

The concrete is ahead of schedule and they are working to get the building closed up 

before the cold weather sets in.  Mr. Lehtola asked if Mr. Coyne went to this week’s 

construction meeting.  Mr. Coyne stated he was at the MARTA conference but the prior 

week’s meeting summary had the completion date still on target for July 2016.  Mr. 

Belanger asked for a timeline on this phase.  Mr. Coyne stated they would like the 

buttoning up of the maintenance and office portions done before Christmas.  Mr. Binnall 

asked if the facilities front doors would be ADA compliant and Mr. Coyne stated the 
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whole building would be.   Mr. Sanders asked if there were any concerns right now.  Mr. 

Coyne stated the turnover at MassDOT required additional meetings and reintroduction 

to the project.  Mr. Coyne indicated that Mr. O’Neil was also present at a recent meeting 

and he assisted in laying out the ground work for the new people.   Mr. Coyne stated 

MARTA continues to assist with funding issues but are not at this time involved in 

pursuing further legislative support for additional funding.  Board members discussed the 

previous site tour and the possibility of having another tour of the site in October or 

November.  Mr. Belanger asked if the previous site tour was in anyway disruptive to the 

construction schedule.   Mr. Coyne assured the board members there were not any 

disruptions due to the tour.    Mr. Coyne agreed to speak with Mr. Lawson to arrange 

another tour in November and would get back to the board with the details.   

 

 Mr. Coyne addressed an issue brought to his attention from members of the personnel 

committee concerning the cleaning services at the Hub.   Mr. Coyne explained the 

cleaning contract went out to bid and for the first six (6) months the lowest bidder was 

hired.  The service they provided was not up to standard so the second lowest bid was 

then contracted for services.   The aforementioned company is S J Services, and they 

clean the interior and exterior of the Hub.  The present schedule is broken into sections 

and consists of the following frequencies: daily, twice weekly, and “as needed”; all of 

which is done at closing time.   We also have a daily noon time service which covers the 

lobby bathroom and the platform trash removal.   The annual cost is about $36,000 and 

we do power wash the platform during part of the year on Monday, Wednesday and 

Friday.  Mr. Lehtola commented on the board’s concern about the exterior platform and 

bus area.  He stated they arrived very early in the morning and as it was cleaned the night 

before, it should not have been in such bad shape.   

 

 Mr. Coyne stated it is on us to be more vigilant and monitor whether the company is 

doing their job.   We had a meeting with the company managers and detailed what we 

expected; asking for quotes to manage some of the issues addressed by the committee.  

Mr. Coyne explained there are two overriding issues: cigarette butts left on the ground, 

and old gum stains on the concrete.  Mr. Coyne talked about the on-going enforcement of 

smoking in the designated area by security.  Mr. Coyne recommended a smoke free 

policy but informed the board members companies face compliance issues.  Board 

members debated the merits of having a smoke free Hub and the need for increasing 

enforcement.  Board members discussed the public vs. private property regarding 

smoking.  Mr. Belanger felt it was better to try to maintain a smoke free environment as 

opposed to just dismissing the idea altogether.  Mr. Belanger continued to speak about the 

positive aspects of being a smoke free environment, as well as the need for an off area 

smoking site.  Mr. Binnall was in favor of a smoke free environment.  Board members 

asked about existing signage and the trending spots for smoking on the property.  Mr. 

Coyne stated that the designated smoking area is clearly marked and the signage on the 

platform is abundant.     
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 Mr. Ostrosky indicated he had concerns about smoking when the Hub first opened and 

suggested they use the existing announcement system for messages.  Mr. Ostrosky stated 

an announcement played at scheduled times could help security enforce the WRTA 

smoking policy.  Mr. Coyne stated he would look into their announcement policy and 

board members agreed to further explore this issue at the next board meeting.   Mr. 

Coyne stated the administration would now draw more attention to the present policy of 

the designated smoking area.  The administration would be adding no smoking signage 

closer to the building and on the stairs.  He stated replacement cigarette receptacles 

would be purchased for the designated area as often they are damaged or stolen by the 

public.  Mr. Coyne identified how additional sweeping of the platform area would assist 

with the present power washing schedule.  He told the board members additional 

sweeping from Mr. Carney’s crew is assisting in this matter.   In regards to the gum 

stains, Mr. Coyne recommended a hot water power wash be implemented to help with the 

overall look of the area.  The existing service does not cover this specific need and using 

chemicals would stain the concrete.  The cost for an individual hot water power wash was 

quoted as $550 dollars.  Board members agreed an extra cleaning “as needed” would be 

beneficial.  Mr. Belanger named it a “super cleaning” and stated the benefits of the extra 

cleaning will show “we care”.   Mr. Sanders stated there was a new ordinance put in 

place in Worcester pertaining to not smoking around city hall.  There is also a push to 

extend no smoking into the common area behind city hall.  Mr. Sanders indicated he 

would confirm the ordinance and get back to the board.  Mr. Lehtola thanked Mr. Sanders 

for his assistance in this matter.  Mr. Lipka suggested the administration open up a dialog 

with the city regarding their experiences with the no smoking issues as this may present 

itself as very useful.   

 Mr. Coyne updated the board members in regards to their open meeting notice posting 

policies.   Mr. Coyne explained Massachusetts General Law states that we have to post 

public meetings no later than 48 hours prior to the meeting not counting Saturdays, 

Sundays, or holidays.   The Telegram & Gazette on-line legal ad notices posting system 

is inconsistence due to cut-off times and their built in 48 hours settings.  We find this 

factor not only time consuming, but expensive.  The board asked for the administration to 

look into how we could meet compliance with the State and the WRTA by-laws, as well 

as adopt an alternative posting method.  The WRTA attorney’s confirmed the board can 

vote to adapt an “alternative method” of posting.  This method would be as follows: 

posting to each town and city the meeting date, time, and location along with a web 

address where the meeting’s agenda can be found.  We would post our open meeting 

notices on the WRTA website under “public notices” and paper copies of those notices 

would be placed on both the front and back doors of the WRTA Hub.  We would also 

post the open meeting notices on our internal TV Screens which run in the Hub Lobby 

and out on the platform.  Mr. Belanger emphasized the importance of striving to be even 

more transparent.   He recommended not sending a web address for the notice but to 

maintain the present policy of a PDF file copy of the notice to the towns and cities.  Mr. 

Belanger explained how this would allow them to continue to time stamp their notices.  

Mr. Coyne indicated the same procedure could easily be maintained.  Mr. Lehtola asked 

if we have enough alternative venues for the posting of the notices.  Mr. Coyne explained 

that legally they do not have to post advisory board meetings in the T&G.  We will 

however disclose our discontinuation of posting in the T&G.  This would notify them as 
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where to go to get advisory board meeting notices in the future.   Mr. Coyne informed the 

board a letter would be sent to the Attorney General stating their intentions to adopt an 

“alternative method” before any changes were put into place.  Mr. Gaumond asked if this 

applied to public hearings.  Mr. Coyne stated it did not because according to our by-laws 

public hearings need to be posted 15 days before the meeting date.   Ms. Vega asked if 

we published the WRTA board meeting on the cable access stations.  Mr. Coyne stated 

we do not normally publish every individual board meeting on cable access.  Mr. 

Belanger advised a reoccurring notice of when the advisory board meetings are held be 

placed on cable access.   Mr. Coyne stated they can look into having a reoccurring notice 

published on cable access.   

 

 Mr. Lehtola asked for a motion to implement the “alternative method” of notice.   
 

 Motion: The WRTA Advisory Board approves the recommendation of the Interim 

Administrator to implement the Alternative Method of Notice as it relates to the 

WRTA Open Meeting Notice Policy as presented to the Advisory Board on this 

Thursday, September 17, 2015.  

 

 Mr. Belanger made the motion and Mr. Lipka seconded. All board members voted 

in favor and the motion was accepted.   

 

 Mr. Coyne gave an update on the status of bus that caught fire while at Proterra.  He 

informed the board members the bus he spoke about at last month’s meeting will be 

considered totaled.  Proterra will make up any difference between the insurance 

settlement and the present cost of a new bus.  The new replacement bus will be 40 feet in 

length and the component designs have been updated with this new series.  This bus will 

include the extra equipment (specific to the WRTA) at no additional cost.  Mr. Lehtola 

asked if we would be able to save anything from the fire bus.   Mr. Coyne explained the 

damage left nothing salvageable and Mr. Carney added the degradation of the electronics 

is so severe he doubts if anything would be workable.   Mr. Coyne stated it will take 

about a year for the new bus to be delivered, but the new design is lighter and more 

energy efficient.    Mr. Carney explained a recent event concerning an existing Proterra 

bus.  Yesterday a control line sheared away from the body, prompting him to pull the bus 

out of service.  He contacted Proterra and they decided to pull all the electric buses off 

the road until the engineer could assess the situation.  Proterra’s engineer is expected 

today to determine if it is a safety issue.   Mr. Carney is confident they can have the 

busses back in service within a day or two.  We feel this degradation was due to welding 

and overheating as the steel let go and not the welding.   Mr. Carney stated what will be 

done in the short term is to stress test and x-ray the levels of materials adjacent to ensure 

safe usage of the buses.  Normally, I would say I don’t trust manufacturers and suppliers 

but Proterra has always been forthright and upfront.   Mr. Carney indicated Proterra has 

not had any existing complaints of this nature.   Mr. Belanger stated Proterra has a vested 

interest in the service it provides to the WRTA as we are their Northeastern showcase for 

their product.  He felt the company would follow through appropriately.  Mr. Ostrosky 

asked for a more detailed explanation of the problem.  Mr. Carney stated the control arm 

attaches to the chassis and there are metal braces that go across which the control arm is 
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attached to.   The shearing occurred about a quarter of an inch straight down so this is a 

stress issue.  Mr. Lehtola asked Mr. Coyne to keep the board posted on the progress.   

 

 Mr. Coyne introduced Mr. Church who gave the board members an update regarding 

Title VI-Limited English Proficiency (LEP).  Mr. Church informed the board members 

about the ongoing efforts being implemented to correct some of the deficiencies found by 

the recent tri-ennual review in regards to efforts to provide information to non-English 

speaking customers.    Over the next year, the intent is to bring the WRTA into 

compliance and the WRTA has started the necessary action steps to identify the most 

commonly spoken languages by our ridership.  The goal is to remedy the situation by 

creating and submitting more documentation, having a clearer and more consistent 

reporting method, and making the necessary assessments to meet those goals.   The 

training of staff for all the necessary processes will also be conducted as well as 

monitoring to ensure future compliance.   

 

 Mr. Church explained the proposed service changes and a copy of the presentation can be 

viewed at the following link: Proposed service changes for January 2016 from CSA for 

Advisory Board.  

 

• PROPOSED WEEKDAY SERVICE CHANGES – January 2016  

• Late Night Service 

• Route 3 (Midnight) –Eliminate service and redirect to new Route “9A” 

(Midnight) 

• Route 15 (Midnight) – Eliminate service and redirect to Route 5 (Midnight) 

• Route Adjustments 
• Route 25 – Extend to Auburn Mall on all trips 

• Route 27 – Eliminate from Auburn Mall to James/South Ludlow Streets in 

Worcester 

• Frequency Increases 
• Route 14 – Establish ½ hour frequency through QCC; eliminate service on upper 

Burncoat and East Mountain Streets. 

• Route Elimination 
• Route 18 

 

PROPOSED SATURDAY SERVICE CHANGES – January 2016 

• New Service 
• Route 29 

• Route Adjustments 

• Route 27 – Eliminate from Auburn Mall to James/South Ludlow Streets in 

Worcester 

• New Interlines 

• Routes 1 and 16 

• Routes 7 and 23 

• Routes 19 and 30 

http://www.therta.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Proposed-Service-Changes-for-January-2016-from-CSA-for-Advisory-Board.pdf
http://www.therta.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Proposed-Service-Changes-for-January-2016-from-CSA-for-Advisory-Board.pdf
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• Service Span Adjustments 
• Routes 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 31 and 42 

• Timing Adjustments 
• Routes 3, 14, 22, and 30 

 

PROPOSED SUNDAY SERVICE CHANGES – January 2016 

• New Service 
• Route 25 – To Auburn Mall for all trips 

• Timing Adjustments 
• Routes 5, 7, 27 and 34 

• Route Adjustments 

•    Route 27 – Eliminate from Auburn Mall to James/South Ludlow Streets in 

Worcester 

 

 Mr. Church stated how the Comprehensive Service Analysis identified on-time 

performance and frequency of service as areas where improvements could be made.  If 

approved by the Advisory Board, the proposed recommendations would take effect 

January 2016.  The improvements would be for weekdays, Saturday and Sunday services.  

The listing breaks down each adjustment by route number, existing service, change in 

service detail, and the pros and cons of each adjustment.  Mr. Church reviewed the details 

surrounding the adjustments and a breakdown of these details can be viewed at our 

website therta.com.    

 

 The proposed route adjustment for service to the Auburn Mall was discussed at length 

and a brief summary has been provided.  Mr. Church explained how the proposal would 

extend Route 25 to the Auburn Mall seven days per week and Route 27 would end at 

Ludlow and James Streets thereby not going to the Auburn Mall.  These adjustments 

would create a better time schedule along the Main Street corridor and help eliminate the 

“bunching” issue that exists for Routes 19, 33 and 27 along Main Street.   Many board 

members were aware of the traffic patterns, narrow streets, and present headway timing 

making this corridor difficult to maintain consistent on-time performance and the proper 

frequency of service.  Mr. Church stated these adjustments would allow for the necessary 

30-minute and 60-minute headways to achieve the goal of better service on Main Street.  

Ms. Blunt interjected that the 25 and 27 route adjustments are pretty much the only way 

to eliminate the “bunching” issue.  Ms. Vega commented that elimination of access to the 

Auburn Industrial Park and that area is a pressing topic at public meetings.  Ms. Blunt 

acknowledged this factor, but stated ridership remains low at this point.   She stated this 

is one of those times when the board will have to weigh, after further public hearings, 

which issue is more significant.  Mr. Lehtola then stated we could potentially fix both 

problems, but the WRTA does not have the additional funding or buses available in the 

fleet to add a new route serving Main Street and ending at the Auburn Mall.  Mr. Lehtola 

identified how the High School and McDonald’s in Auburn are also served by Routes 25, 

29, and 42.  Ms. Blunt informed the board members during the public hearing they will 

be pointing out all the pros and cons of this specific adjustment.  Again, the public 

recommendations for these routes have been for both continued service (despite low 

http://www.therta.com/
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ridership along some of the route) and more consistent service along the Main Street 

corridor.   

 

 Mr. Church explained some of the additional adjustments within the proposed changes. 

New Saturday service for Southbridge and Charlton via Route 29 is being proposed as 

ridership is increasing and Route 25 would have Sunday service to the Auburn Mall. 

Weekday elimination of Midnight service on Route 3 and 15 will allow for providing 

Midnight service to Route 5 and establish Midnight service on Route 9A (working title).  

Route 9A would provide service between 9PM and Midnight. This route will service part 

of the west side via Pleasant, Park, and Chandler Streets, including the stop at Worcester 

State University.   Route 14 is a highly used route serving QCC and increasing its 

frequency to every half an hour would provide for better service.  The elimination of 

Route 18 due to route duplication would allow for the frequency increase in Route 14.   

 

 Mr. Belanger commented about public inquiry for earlier morning buses for Main South 

area around Our Lady of the Angels on Sundays.  Mr. Church stated the adjustments 

would provide a 9:30AM run on Route 27 on Sundays.  Mr. Sanders asked that the 

presentation include maps of the routes as he has not yet memorized each individual 

route.   Mr. Church stated he would be able to supply maps going forward.  Mr. Sanders 

also inquired about the locations of the public hearings and if any were done within the 

neighborhoods most impacted.  Mr. Church replied that two meeting will be held at 

CMRPC downtown in the afternoon and evening times while other meetings are in areas 

most impacted by the change.  Mr. Church stated they are happy to accommodate the 

suggestion of meetings in the Main South area and Southbridge.      

 

 Mr. Lehtola stated Southbridge has been asking for increases in Route 29 service.   Mr. 

Coyne indicated the cost for the implementation of the proposed changes is about 

$150,000, annualized but we can absorb this into our existing budget.  Board members 

discussed the importance of making the necessary changes with caution so as to achieve 

better service to the community.  Mr. Belanger expressed his concern for sustainable 

services to the general ridership overall.  He cautioned moving slowly when deciding on 

service changes and he was not in favor of any changes that budget wise could not to 

sustainable.  Mr. Lehtola stated the WRTA could sustain the proposed adjustments and 

make the incremental improvements needed.  Mr. Lipka stated we use our data 

intelligently meaning our resources are looked at by cost as well as for the betterment of 

our ridership overall.   In an ideal world we would be able to provide more frequent 

service where a much smaller percentage of people use the bus, but that is not cost 

effective nor does it service our base ridership.   Mr. Lehtola acknowledged the 

importance of explaining their reasoning as Mr. Church has done behind the proposed 

changes. Mr. Lipka commented on the investment made for the specific data used to 

consider any changes and the importance of being a public transit provider.             

 

 

 Mr. Lehtola asked for a motion to hold public hearings to review and solicit feedback and 

comments on the proposed service changes.   
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 Motion:  The WRTA Advisory Board approves the request of the WRTA Interim 

Administrator to hold public hearings to review and solicit feedback and comment 

regarding proposed January 2016 services changes as presented to the Advisory 

Board on this Thursday, September 17, 2015.  

 

 Mr. Sanders made the motion and Mr. Belanger seconded. All board members 

voted in favor and the motion was accepted.   

 
7. Adjournment  

  

 Mr. Lehtola asked for a motion to adjourn. 

 

 Motion: I move the board adjourn. Mr.  Gaumond motion to adjourn and Mr.  

Lipka seconded. All voted in favor and the motion to adjourn was accepted.  The 

meeting adjourned at 10:08 a.m.  

 

 

8. Next Meeting Date 

 

 The next board meeting will be on October 15, 2015 at 8:30 a.m., located at the hub 60 

Foster Street, Worcester, MA 01608 3
rd

 floor.   


